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Question 1

Bill and Tom worked together as drivers for Ajax Armored Car Co.  After Bill reported Tom
to the company’s management for violating a company policy, the company fired Tom.
Angered that Bill had “snitched” on him, Tom decided to get even with Bill.

Tom bought a pistol, some ammunition, and a rubber mask to use as a disguise. Expecting
that Bill would follow the same route and schedule that had been in effect before Tom was
fired, Tom hid behind a newsstand near a bank where the armored car ordinarily picked up
the bank’s daily receipts.  He intended to put on the mask and rob Bill at gunpoint as he
emerged from the bank with the bags of money.  As it turned out, the company had altered
the pick-up schedule so that the armored car had come and gone by the time Tom arrived
at the location.

Even more irate that he had missed this opportunity, Tom decided he would make a bomb,
follow Bill’s armored car, plant the bomb under the car at a time when Bill was inside the
bank picking up money, and detonate the bomb from a remote location as soon as Bill
reentered the car.  Tom bought a book that contained instructions for making a bomb that
would be powerful enough to completely destroy an armored car, purchased the necessary
explosives and detonation materials, and began to assemble the bomb in the garage
attached to the house where he rented a room from the owner, who also resided there.
While he was assembling the bomb, Tom inadvertently ignited the materials, causing an
explosion and fire that resulted in burning down the house and garage.

What crimes, if any, did Tom commit?  Explain fully.
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ANSWER A TO QUESTION 1

Question 1: Tom’s Crimes

Attempted Robbery

 Robbery is the trespassory taking and carrying away of personal property of another
with the intent to permanently deprive the owner of it, when it is accomplished by force,
threat of force, or intimidation.  Tom did not accomplish this crime when he hid behind the
newsstand with a pistol, ammunition, and a rubber mask, because the armored car had
already come and gone by the time Tom arrived at the location.

Tom may have committed attempt if he intended that the crime of robbery be
completed, and took a substantial step toward such completion, going beyond mere
preparation.  The facts state that Tom intended to rob Bill at gunpoint.  While Tom’s
purchase of a gun and mask could be characterized as a mere preparation, when he hid
behind the newsstand, Tom was dangerously close to completing the crime, if the facts
were as he believed them to be (i.e. the previous truck schedule).  Therefore Tom
committed attempted robbery.

Attempted Larceny

Attempted larceny is a lesser included crime of attempted robbery.  Therefore Tom
also committed attempted larceny, though he cannot be convicted of both.

Attempted Murder (Robbery Incident)

Tom is not guilty of attempted murder for the robbery attempt because at that time
he had no intent to kill.  His use of a gun probably constitutes malice because it is reckless
disregard for human life, but to be guilty of attempt, one must intend the prohibited result,
i.e. Bill’s death.  Likewise, felony murder malice is insufficient for attempt.  

Defense of Impossibility

Tom may raise the defense of impossibility or mistake of fact in that it would actually
be impossible for him to have robbed Bill because of the schedule change.  This defense
will fail, however, because if the facts had been as Tom believed them to be (i.e. the
previous schedule), he would be guilty of attempt.

Attempted Murder (Bomb Incident)

Tom is guilty of attempted murder if he intended to kill Bill and took a substantial step
toward accomplishing his goal.  As stated supra, malice is not sufficient for attempted
murder.  However, when he started making the bomb, Tom did intend to kill Bill, because
he planned to detonate a bomb planted in the armored car, completely destroying it, once
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Bill had reentered.  He will be found to have intended the natural and probable
consequences of his planned actions.

In addition, Tom must have gone beyond mere preparation.  Tom’s purchase of a
book and materials may be mere preparation, but when he began to assemble the bomb,
he took a substantial step toward completing his crime that brought him in dangerous
proximity to completion.

Attempted First-Degree Murder

In addition, if the jurisdiction has a degree murder system that classifies first-degree
murder as murder accomplished by bomb, poison, lying in wait, etc., then Tom would be
guilty of attempted first-degree murder.  In the case of the definition being premeditation
and deliberation, Tom is also guilty, because he made a cool-headed rational decision over
time.

Attempted Larceny or Robbery

Tom is likely not guilty of these crimes for the bomb incident, because he did not
intend to take and carry away the armored car or money, but destroy it by bomb where it
stood.

Arson

Arson is the malicious burning of the dwelling of another.  Malice may include
reckless disregard as to consequences.  Tom acted with malice because he was building
an illegal bomb in a private home for use in a murder.  He did not intend to burn the house,
but he did act with the required malice.  The fire Tom inadvertently did [sic] burn down the
house.  The owner did reside there, so it was a dwelling, and Tom was not the owner, so
it was the dwelling of another.  Tom is guilty of arson.

Attempted Arson

Tom could not be convicted of arson and attempted arson because they would
merge.  In addition, Tom did not intend the prohibited result of arson, i.e. the burning of the
dwelling of another.  Tom is not guilty of attempted arson.

Houseburning

Tom may also be guilty of the common law offense of houseburning, because he
burned his own house, if it threatened neighboring houses.  However, here Tom is guilty
of the greater crime of arson.
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ANSWER B TO QUESTION 1

1)

STATE v. TOM

1) Did Tom commit ATTEMPTED ROBBERY of Bill?

Under criminal law, attempted robbery is committed when a significant step is taken toward
the commission of a crime with the intent to commit the crime.  A significant step is one that
is more than mere preparation.  Robbery is a larceny, a trespassory taking and carrying
away of the personal tangible property of another with the intent to permanently deprive,
from the victim’s person or presence by force or fear.

Here, Tom clearly had intent because he “intended to put on the mask and rob Bill” and he
was doing this to “get even with Bill.”  He had the intent to rob because he was going to
take the bags of money from Bill when he emerged from the bank. The[n] this would have
been a tresspassory taking and carrying away of the property of another because Tom was
going to take the money and the money belonged to the bank and its customers.  It would
have been committed by force or fear since Tom intended to put on the mask as a disguise
and rob Bill at gunpoint.

Tom also took a significant step toward the commission of a robbery because after buying
a pistol, ammunition, and a rubber mask, he went to a place near the bank and hid while
waiting for Bill to arrive in the armored car, where he intended to rob Bill when he arrived
pursuant to the normal pick-up schedule.  He chose and arrived at a place to wait, knowing
the delivery route and schedule, expecting Bill to arrive [at] a particular time so Tom could
rob him.

Therefore, Tom committed an attempted robbery.

2) Can Tom assert the defense of IMPOSSIBILITY?

Under criminal law, factual impossibility occurs where unforeseen circumstances prevent
the commission of an otherwise illegal act.  Legal impossibility is found where the
defendant intends an act, thinking it is illegal, but at the time attempted it is legal.  Factual
impossibility is not a defense to attempt, legal impossibility is.

Here, there was a factual impossibility, because the [sic] Tom intended to commit an illegal
act, a robbery.  The robbery was only prevented because the company had altered the
pick-up schedule so that the armored car had come and gone by the time that Tom had
arrived at the location.

Therefore, since this was a factual impossibility, this defense will fail.
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3) Has Tom committed an ATTEMPTED MURDER of Bill?

Attempt is defined supra.  Here the requisite intent would be the intent to commit the
murder of Bill.  Murder is an unlawful homicide, the killing of one human being by another,
with malice.  Malice can be established in several ways, including the intent to kill or the
intent to cause serious bodily injury.

Here, the facts show that Tom decided to make a bomb and use that bomb to destroy the
armored car the [sic] Bill was driving.  Further the facts show that Tom had bought a book
that contained instructions for making a bomb that would be powerful enough to destroy
the armored car.  Also, Tom planned to wait for Bill to complete his pick-up and wait for him
to “reenter” the armored car before detonating the bomb.  This clearly shows that Tom had
an intent to kill Bill since it is very unlikely that a person in a vehicle that is completely
destroyed by a bomb would survive the explosion.

However, Tom will argue that he did not take a significant step toward the commission of
the murder because the bomb detonated before he had finished assembling the bomb.  He
will argue he never came close to killing Bill since he never arrived at the potential scene
of the crime.  The state will argue that Tom did commit a significant step when he bought
the book, purchased the necessary explosives and began to assemble the bomb.  Tom’s
argument will probably fail.

If the state can show that Tom’s actions constituted a significant step, the[n] Tom has
committed attempted murder of Bill.

4) Has Tom committed ARSON of the house and garage?

At common law, arson was the malicious burning of the dwelling house of another.
Modernly arson is defined by statute to include other structures as well as the defendant’s
own home if the intent is to collect the insurance proceeds.  Malice is an act intended to
bring about the criminal result or an act with willful and wanton disregard that the criminal
result would occur.

Here, Tom will argue that he had no intent to burn the dwelling because his act of igniting
the explosive materials was inadvertent.  Further, he will argue that this was not more than
ordinary negligent conduct and would thus be insufficient for a charge of arson.  However,
the state will argue that building an explosive device in the attached garage of a residential
building would constitute gross recklessness, particularly in light of the fact that the intent
of the bomb was for the perpetration of a murder.  Additionally, there are no facts to
suggest that Tom had any experience in dealing with explosives since his profession was
that of an armored car driver and he had to buy a book to learn how to make a bomb.  The
state will likely prevail on this point.

There was a burning of a dwelling house because it was a “house” and it was “burned.”
The initial burning of the garage would suffice since it was an attached garage and would
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be considered either part of the dwelling or at minimum the curtilage of the house.

Tom will argue that it was not the dwelling house of another because he lived there (rented
a room).  However, the house was owned by someone else, and the owner also lived in the
house and Tom only rented a room from the owner; therefore it was the dwelling house of
another.

Therefore Tom has committed an arson.


